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Town Staff conducted a GPS survey of the dune line before and after Hurricane Irma.  The pre-storm survey was conducted on September 7 and 

the post-storm survey was conducted on September 15.  Surveys were conducted using a survey grade GPS with submeter accuracy.  Overall, 

Kiawah’s beach suffered extensive erosion but no homes were impacted by erosion or ocean flooding.  Beach walkovers sustained significant 

damage, though not as extensive as during Hurricane Matthew in 2016. 

Erosion maps and descriptions for the 5 beach sections are provided on the following pages. 

Note 1:   

Kiawah’s dune field had grown significantly since Hurricane Matthew in 2016.  These new dunes were small, about a foot high, and typically 

extended 30-40 feet seaward of the post-Matthew dune line.  Along portions of Captain Sam’s spit and the Ocean Course, these new dunes 

extended as much as 120 feet seaward.  New dunes, if vegetated, were counted as dunes in the Pre-Irma survey, but provided a fraction of the 

storm protection of mature dunes.  For this analysis, we have included comparisons to both the Post-Matthew line and the Pre-Irma line.  We 

feel that the comparison to the post-Matthew line provides the most accurate picture of true shoreline loss before and after the storm.   

 Note 2: 

Orange callout boxes show the linear feet of dune loss between Pre- and Post-Irma surveys. 

Blue callout boxes show the linear feet of dune loss between Post-Matthew and Post-Irma surveys. 

 

 

 

 

 



Captain Sam’s Inlet to The Sandcastle 

Erosion Rates:  To Post-Matthew 10-40 feet 

   To Pre-Irma  30-140 feet    

 

 

 



The Sandcastle to The Sanctuary 

 Erosion Rates:  To Post-Matthew 5-20 feet 

   To Pre-Irma  20-40 feet   

 

 



The Sanctuary to Jackstay Court 

 Erosion Rates:  To Post-Matthew 15-40 feet 

   To Pre-Irma  30-60 feet   

 

 



Jackstay Court to The Beach Club 

Erosion Rates:  To Post-Matthew 15-25 feet 

   To Pre-Irma  20-55 feet   

 

 



The Beach Club to Ocean Course Driving Range 

Erosion Rates:  To Post-Matthew 10-45 feet 

   To Pre-Irma  40-140 feet   

 

 


